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In recent weeks Turkey has unleashed a renewed invasion of the Greek islands across from the 

Anatolian coast via shiploads of illegal (a.k.a. ‘irregular’) Asiatic immigrants landing unopposed (Note: 

Greece has practically abandoned the right to protect and defend her borders since the beginning of the 

illegal immigration scourge).  

The invasion is part of president-for-life Erdogan’s repetitious incendiary outbursts about 

Turkey’s “inalienable rights” in the Aegean and the Eastern Mediterranean which he, the neo-sultan, is 

determined to claim by force.  

This time around, the Islamist despot, now in cozy alliance with Russia and Iran, relishes posing 

in front of a map of the Archipelago depicting Turkey’s “Blue Motherland,” i.e. an Aegean Sea divided 

50-50, with its imaginary eastern Turkish “sovereign” part surrounding all eastern Aegean Greek islands 

suggesting, rather bluntly, that these Greek territories will soon comprise a Turkish vilayet.  

This grandiose aggressive Turkish “blue” fantasy spreads all the way to the south and east 

capturing Cyprus in a Turkish strategic strangulation hold – and extends the Turkish “exclusive” sea 

economic zone all the way to the fringes of Egyptian waters and thus, incidentally, blocking Israel’s sea-

lines-of-communication corridor to the open sea.  

These Turkish monstrosities break every international treaty/agreement in the books but leaves 

the “West” coldly indifferent. 

Illegal immigration is a key weapon in the hands of the Ankara Islamist autocrat and his 

grandiose plans as he pushes to browbeat “friends” and opponents into submitting to outrageous 

Turkish demands.  

Between the traditional Greek inability to counter Turkish threats effectively, and the deafening 

reluctance of Greece’s EU “partners” and other “allies” to make Turkey an offer she can’t refuse, this 

renewed Turkish pressure on Greek sovereignty rapidly morphs into the anteroom of an almost 

certain Turkish military thrust in the Aegean. Turning the illegal immigration spigot on again is the 

definite preamble – or, rather, the opening shot – of this imminent aggression. 

https://www.keeptalkinggreece.com/2019/09/02/erdogan-aegean-sea-map-blue-motherland/
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This Turkish blackmail is reminiscent of Nazi Germany’s “method” in the 1930s   

The Mitsotakis administration, for all of its confident announcements and “decisive” approach 

to raising Greece from the morass of the last 4 and ½ years, is hamstrung beyond salvation. Indeed, the 

current administration’s predicament is similar, or even worse, to that of its humiliated and sycophantic 

SYRIZA predecessor. Mitsotakis is without any effective reach, let alone powers of persuasion, vis-à-

vis Greece’s “friends and allies” viz.: 

1. On the EU front, Greece remains an inmate of the EU debtor’s prison with almost zero ability to 

influence events in a positive direction, let alone initiate any action to restore some balance after 

SYRIZA’s consistently helpless and servile signing on the dotted line under relentless “friendly” 

pressure, not to say subjugation (e.g. the ‘North Macedonia’ issue and Greece’s accepting silently the 

palpable humiliation of the ‘Prespes agreement’). 

2. On the US front, Greece’s much touted “convergence” with US security interests in the Eastern 

Mediterranean, not to mention the bilateral supposedly blossoming strategic relationship, has little 

practical relevance vis-à-vis the rapidly growing Turkish appetite for a “splendid little war” in the 

Aegean. President Trump’s contradictory Twitter weathervane approach to Erdogan’s grandiose 

neo-Ottoman caliphate babbling, reinforced by constant bitterly anti-Western hate speeches, leaves 

almost no room for hopes of US decisive action in case of Turkish aggression to realize the “blue 

Motherland” in the Aegean. 

3. On the NATO front, the long-established Alliance hypocritical practice of “advising” Athens and 

Ankara to negotiate and “avoid gestures that could increase regional instability” essentially gives a 

free hand to Turkey to bully and blackmail its neighbor with complete impunity. 

The present and future Greek governments must face unpalatable facts regarding uncontrolled 

population movements: 

1. Illegal immigration stands to expand exponentially in the immediate future as more and more Third 

World populations are pushed onto the path to Europe by civil wars, abject poverty, perennial 

political corruption and instability, human traffickers making millions out of pushing people onto 

the boats, and the refusal of “united” Europe to adopt common draconian measures aiming at 

illegal entry and lax asylum laws. 

2. The so-called front-line European states (Greece, Italy, Spain) stand to experience massive 

deterioration of their societies if they continue to treat illegal immigration with “humanitarian” 

criteria—imposed by Europe’s northern prosperous countries eager to dump as many 

“undesirables” as possible on the southern members of “United” Europe (e.g. see the notorious 

Dublin Regulation and the more recent UN-sponsored Global Compact on Migration, which the 

northern Europeans supported en masse.) 

3. The economic, social, and political effects of illegal immigration have already reached a dangerous 

boiling point in these southern front-line countries, with Italy and Greece already in the grip of an 

expanding crisis and Spain waiting for the other boot to drop (see, for example, this and this.) 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dublin_Regulation
https://www.un.org/press/en/2018/ga12113.doc.htm
https://www.brookings.edu/blog/order-from-chaos/2019/01/14/italy-and-immigration-europes-achilles-heel/
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2019/sep/02/greece-sets-out-emergency-plans-to-tackle-surge-of-migrant-arrivals
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Against this backdrop, the Mitsotakis government must decide now how to defend the country 

against the illegal immigration invasion.  

This is going to be a near impossible undertaking in view of “united” Europe’s aversion to any 

concrete help to those who carry the burden; and domestic opposition from disparate groups of 

“humanitarians,” “solidarity” disrupters, and the inevitable indigenous NGOs acting under the influence 

of the “left wave” that has been punishing Greece since 1974. The catastrophic practices of the SYRIZA 

administration cemented Greece in the role of an open-air holding pen for illegals as Germany, and its 

rich allies, quickly blocked Greece’s northern frontier in 2015 to keep the illegal flows trapped on Greek 

soil, with SYRIZA watching as if the whole calamity was happening in another country. 

Today, the situation confronting Greece requires urgent answers to the following questions:  

1. Will the Mitsotakis administration finally admit illegal immigration is not a humanitarian issue but 

a dangerous crisis of national security and formally recognize the fact publicly? 

2. …publicly reject the inevitable demographic, cultural, and civilizational dislocation of the 

indigenous Greek population by the uncontrolled influx of culturally, religiously, and ethnically alien 

populations and state publicly and unequivocally that this prospect is unacceptable and will 

be opposed with all possible vigor? 

3. …declare a state of national emergency and begin aggressively pushing back those 

attempting to land before they reach Greek shores? 

4. …eject from the country all foreign NGOs and crack down on all their local accoutrements?  

5. …initiate an immediate police nationwide operation to find and apprehend as many of those 

illegals who have conveniently “disappeared” after failing to complete their asylum applications? 

6. …immediately overhaul the asylum process tightening its rules so as to limit asylum to the 

absolute minimum based on real evidence whose onus of proof falls on the applicant and remove the right 

to appeal? 

7. …launch a massive operation to clean Athens and other large cities of all those who have no right 

to land and no right to remain? 

8. and finally, is it prepared to deploy the Armed Forces in the interior to assist law enforcement 

in completing the search-apprehend-deport operations necessary, just like it happens in 

other EU member countries? 

The above list is the bare minimum list of priorities.  

Associated targets, like searching and capturing Islamist terrorists and other illegal immigrant 

criminal elements; and targeting human trafficking gangs, are separate major priorities which, so far, 

have received scant attention. 

The damage done by 4 and ½ years of SYRIZA rule will be difficult, if at all possible, to reverse. 

But this fact must not allow the incumbents to prevaricate, get bogged down in interminable “debates,” 

and eventually decide on half measures and dough-like “tactics” that would leave the crisis 

untouched.  

Οι καιροί ου μενετοί - time and tide wait for no man.  


